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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Formation and structure of rare-earth intermetallic
compounds R3Co29M4B10
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School of Physics, University College, The University of New South Wales, Australian Defence
Force Academy, Canberra, ACT 2600, Australia

Received 16 November 1999

Abstract. The formation and crystal structure of a novel rare-earth compound series,
R3Co29M4B10, have been investigated by electron microscopy, x-ray diffraction and Rietveld
refinement. R3Co29M4B10 can form for R = La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Gd, Ho, Tb, Er, Tm, Dy, Lu and
M = Si, Al, Ge, and are isostructral with Nd3Ni29Si4B10.

1. Introduction

Rare-earth intermetallic compounds have attracted intense interest due to their promise as high
performance magnetic materials (Buschow 1991, Li and Coey 1991). After the discovery of
ternary Nd2Fe14B in the 1980s (Sagawa et al 1984) and Sm2Fe17Nx in 1990s (Coey and Sun
1990), the search for novel rare-earth intermetallic compounds with potential for magnetic
materials has continued. Our recent studies (Zhang et al 1998, Zhang et al 1999, Bulcock et al
1998) have resulted in the establishment of a new series of quaternary rare-earth intermetallic
compounds Nd3T29Si4B10 following the discovery of a Nd–Co–Si–B compound (Wu et al
1993).

It is expected that the lanthanide (Ln) group elements can form isostructural compounds
due to the similarity of the chemical properties of the Lanthanide group elements. This has
been proved in many binaries, e.g. RT5, R2T17 (see, e.g., Franse and Radwanski 1993) and
ternaries, e.g. R2T14B, RT9Si2, RT12B6 (see, e.g., Buschow 1988, Li and Coey 1991). The
investigation of Ln series compounds is of particular interest, as the magnetic behaviour can
be systematically investigated in the isostructural group. The 4f-shell effect on the physical
properties can be explored via the Ln compounds.

Our recent investigation indicates that a novel Nd3T29Si4B10 compound can form for
T = Co and Ni (Zhang et al 1999). It also demonstrates that the Si composition can vary in
a certain range and that Si plays an important role in the formation of the quaternary phase
(Zhang et al 1999). The consequent question is whether any other element can replace Si
to form the quaternary phase. In this work, we first explore the formation of the phase by
using different rare-earth elements from La to Lu (other than Yb, Pm and Eu). Then, the
effect of replacing Si with some IIIA and IVA elements such as Al, Ge, Sn and Ga for the
quaternary phase is investigated. Usually Co-matrix compounds exhibit enhanced magnetic
properties relative to the corresponding Ni-matrix compounds, and hence the Co-matrix series
was chosen as the objective in this work.
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2. Experimental

The specimens of nominal composition R3Co29Si4B10 (R = La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Gd, Ho,
Tb, Er, Tm, Dy, Lu ) and Nd3Co29M4B10 (M = Si, Sn, Al, Ge, Ga) were prepared by arc-
melting high purity R (99.9 wt.% ), Co (99.99 wt.% ), Si (99.999 wt% ), B (99.999 wt.% ), M
(M = Sn, Al, Ge, Ga > 99.9 wt.% ) elements in an argon atmosphere. The specimens were
then annealed in a sealed evacuated quartz tube (with the samples wrapped in Ta foil) at 900◦C
for one week.

The microstructure characterisation was performed using a JEOL 6400 scanning electron
microscope. X-ray diffraction data were collected using a Philips PW 1050/26 diffractometer
with Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.54056 Å). The scanning range is from 10◦ to 100◦ in 2θ with a step
size of 0.04◦. The diffraction patterns were checked and indexed using the Powdmult program
(Wu 1989). All of the x-ray diffraction data were analysed with the Rietveld refinement
program Lhpm1 (Howard and Hunter 1995).

Figure 1. X-ray diffraction patterns of the R3Co29Si4B10 samples.
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3. Results

The x-ray diffraction patterns for the samples with nominal composition R3Co29Si4B10

(R = La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm and Lu) are presented in figure 1. Comparing
the x-ray diffraction patterns for the whole system, it appears that the R3T29Si4B10 phase forms
for the all investigated Ln elements. After checking the x-ray diffraction patterns, it is found
that the possible impurities are at very low level and can be ignored and the 3:29:4:10 phase is
the dominant phase in all these samples. The SEM observations as shown in figure 2 from two
typical R3Co29Si4B10 samples (R = La and Tb) further confirm the single phase character for
these samples.

Figure 2. SEM images for (a) La3Co29Si4B10 and (b) Tb3Co29Si4B10.

Based on a tetragonal structure, the lattice parameters for the system were determined
by using the Powdmult program, and the results are shown in figure 3. With the continuous
shrinking of the radius due to the filling up of the 4f shell with increasing atomic number for the
Ln group elements, the lattice parameters, both a and c, for the compounds exhibit a monotonic
decrease with the atomic number except for Ce. An anomaly for the lattice parameters against
atomic number is observed for the Ce3Co29Si4B10 compound. A similar phenomenon was also
observed in many of Ce-based compounds: e.g. RCo5 (Velge and Buschow 1968), R2Co17

(Buschow 1966) and R2Fe14B (see, e.g., Strnat 1988) and RT9Si2 (Bodak and Hladyshevsky
1969). The reason is that Ce exhibits +IV or a mixture of +III and +IV oxidation states instead
of the +III state for most other lanthanides.

Searching the IIIA and IVA elements for replacement for Si to form the 3:29:4:10 phase
was carried out according to the Nd3Co29M4B10 (M = Al, Ga, Ge and Sn) systems. For these
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Figure 3. Lattice parameters of the R3Co29Si4B10
compounds.

Table 1. Lattice parameters of the Nd3Co29M4B10 compounds

Nd3Co29M4B10 M = Si M = Ge M = Al

a(Å) 11.241(5) 11.313(3) 11.329(4)
c(Å) 7.891(4) 7.950(3) 7.976(5)
c/a 0.702 0.703 0.704

elements of M, as shown in figure 4, Al and Ge can replace Si to form the dominant 3 29:4:10
phase. It seems that the valence of the M element is not the key factor for the formation of
the 3:29:4:10 phase. 3-valent Al or 4-valent Si and Ge all can play the same key role to form
the quaternary phase. The lattice parameters for the M = Al, Si and Ge and the c/a ratio are
presented in table 1. The unit cell of Al- and Ge-type compounds clearly has expanded relative
to the unit cell of Si-type compound (see table 1). However, the similar c/a ratio for the three
kinds of compounds infers that the geometry of the unit cell for all compounds is similar.

From the above results, it is very encouraging that a novel group of R3Co29M4B10

quaternary compounds can form extensively for the whole investigated Ln group elements.

Figure 4. X-ray diffraction patterns of the
Nd3Co29M4B10 compounds for M = Al, Si,
Ge.
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Table 2. Crystal structure and refinement parameters from the Rietveld refinement x-ray powder
diffraction patterns of R3Co29Si4B10 (continued next page).
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It also can form for M = Si, Al and Ge etc. IIIA and IVA elements. According to the
thermodynamic consideration in the work (Zhang et al 1999), the above conclusions should
also be applied to the corresponding Ni-matrix systems. Hence, immediately, the rare-earth
intermetallics family can increase by more than 70 quaternary 3d-rich rare earth R3Ti29M4B10
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compounds. The discovery of this new class of rare-earth compounds is an important approach
to understanding and exploring quaternary rare-earth intermetallic compound family. Through
the study of this compound series, it is expected to lead to a better understanding and more
knowledge regarding the phase, structure and magnetic behaviour for rare-earth quaternaries.
Consequentially, it will contribute to the further exploration of rare-earth intermetallic magnetic
materials.

Considering that isostructual compounds can form for the R3T29Si4B10 series, we applied
the tetragonal structure model of Nd3Ni29Si4B10 (space group P4/nmm) (Zhang et al 1998) to
refine the x-ray powder diffraction patterns for all the R3Co29Si4B10 series compounds. We
found that in all cases, the calculated patterns can match very well with the measured patterns.
The refinement results are summarized in the table 2. These reasonably good fit results further
indicate the reliability of the Nd3Ni29Si4B10 structure model and that all the R3Co29Si4B10 are
isostructural compounds with Nd3Ni29Si4B10.

4. Conclusions

This investigation has proved that the R3Co29Si4B10 phase can be formed for the whole
investigated Ln group elements (R = La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er and Lu). All
of the formed compounds are isostructural and are the predominant phase in the investigated
systems. In addition, the group IVA element Ge and group IIIA element Al can replace Si
to form the corresponding 3:29:4:10 phase. This further expands the range of the quaternary
compound, with a group of rare-earth quaternary intermetallics having entered the rare-earth
compound family.

The Nd3Ni29Si4B10 structure model has been applied to refinement of the x-ray powder
diffraction data for R3Co29Si4B10 series. Rietveld refinements of room temperature x-ray
powder diffraction patterns on the R3Co29Si4B10 samples have proved that the R3Co29Si4B10

compounds have a tetragonal structure with space group P4/nmm. The good refinement results
obtained for all of the quaternary series indicate that the R3Co29Si4B10 series are isostructural
with Nd3Ni29Si4B10.

This work is supported by grants from the Australian Research Council leading to the award of
Research Scholarship (HZ). This project is also supported in part by grants from the Australian
Institute of Nuclear Science and Engineering.
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